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Abstract: Distribution systems are under constant stress due to their highly variable operating condi-
tions, which jeopardize distribution transformers and lines, degrading the end-user service. Due to
transformer regulation, variable loads can generate voltage profiles out of the acceptable bands rec-
ommended by grid codes, affecting the quality of service. At the same time, nonlinear loads, such as
diode bridge rectifiers without power factor correction systems, generate nonlinear currents that
affect the distribution transformer operation, reducing its lifetime. Variable loads can be commonly
found at domiciliary levels due to the random operation of home appliances, but recently also due
to electric vehicle charging stations, where the distribution transformer can cyclically vary between
no-load, rated and overrated load. Thus, the distribution transformer can not safely operate under
highly-dynamic and stressful conditions, requiring the support of alternative systems. Among the ex-
isting solutions, hybrid transformers, which are composed of a conventional transformer and a power
converter, are an interesting alternative to cope with several power quality problems. This article is a
review of the available literature about hybrid distribution transformers.

Keywords: distribution transformers; hybrid transformers; partial power converter; power electron-
ics converter; power quality; transformer lifetime

1. Introduction

Distribution transformers are one of the pillars of the distribution grid. They are the
interface between the medium and low-voltage grid, stepping-down the voltages to a safe
and usable range for the end-users. They are characterized by being a highly-robust and
low-cost solution, being available in different winding configurations and power ratings
according to the grid requirement and mounting type [1]. Transformers have an average
lifetime above 35 years under rated conditions [2].

Power quality is a term employed when referring to the power system voltage and
current waveform quality at different points of the grid [3]. Low power quality phe-
nomenons can be generated by the users, for example when consuming nonsinusoidal
and unbalanced currents. Weak grids can be a source of low power quality, providing
unbalanced and variable frequency voltages, among others. IEEE Std 1159-2019 and IEEE
Std 519-2014 give guides on power quality measurements and recommended practice to
comply and guarantee a good quality service [4,5]. Some effects of low power quality are
high voltage peaks that can damage equipment, heating, losses, acoustic noise, and lifetime
reduction in equipment. For utilities, low power quality is translated into additional losses
on transmission lines and generators or the failure of power systems elements that can
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jeopardize the correct grid operation [6]. The abnormal grid operation can cause consid-
erable economic losses to the operator and end-user. Therefore, power quality problems
must not be neglected [7].

Low power quality is more pronounced in distribution systems, due to the high
number of variable, nonlinear and unpredictable loads connected to them. As low voltage
distribution grids are supplied by distribution transformers, these can be highly affected by
the low power quality presented in these systems. When operating under these conditions,
the transformer suffers higher core losses, which increase its hotspot temperature. This
is a critical variable, as it relates to the winding isolation degradation and, therefore,
the decrease in transformer lifetime [8].

Distribution transformers can be subject to different power quality problems in distri-
bution grids when supplying nonlinear currents and nonlinear voltages [9,10]. Industrial
applications, such as elevators, rolling mills, arc furnaces, among others, consume high
amounts of current in shorts periods, worsening distribution grid operation. Power quality
issues, such as flickering, can be generated due to the operation of industrial machinery [11].
Additionally, new kinds of loads establish new operating conditions for distribution trans-
formers and the grid, for which they were not designed. For example, high penetration
of wind and photovoltaic systems connected to the grid through power converters add a
degree of uncertainty to the grid operation due to the high variability of these resources and
also due to the harmonics injected by the power converters [12]. The distributed character-
istic of these systems makes it possible that the voltage profile on the distribution grid can
increase close to the connection points under high penetration periods [13]. This scenario
can represent a problem for grid control systems, such as transformer tap changers, making
them switch when it is not required [14]. On the other side, the widespread of electric
vehicles can overload the grid. Electric vehicles fast-charging algorithms tend to delay
the vehicle charging process to the night, due to economic incentives [15]. This scenario
can overload the distribution transformers, reducing their lifetimes [16]. Several methods
are proposed in order to reduce the impact on distribution transformers—for example,
utilizing the power converter of distributed renewable energy resources for volt-var control,
smart control system, intelligent and coordinated charging algorithms and including the
distribution transformer hotspot model into the power converter control systems, the use
of battery energy storage systems in order to operate in periods of high energy demand,
among others [16–18].

The regulating capabilities provided by a distribution transformer are limited. To deal
with slow dynamic voltage variations, they are provided with on-load taps commutating
systems, which allow for modifying the winding ratio without disconnecting the load.
Nonetheless, these systems operate in a discrete manner and with dynamics in the order
of seconds. Additionally, they are the main transformer failure cause, which jeopardizes
the distribution grid and adds additional maintenance costs. The use of electronic assisted
taps commutating systems is available, allowing one to decrease the commutation times
and losses. Nevertheless, they suffer additional conduction losses and operate in discrete
voltage steps as well [19]. Distribution transformers do not have mechanisms to mitigate
load current harmonics, it being necessary to design them to operate under these conditions.
These transformers are known as k-rated transformers [20].

There are several solutions based on power electronics converter to mitigate distribu-
tion grid power quality problems. Custom Power Devices (CPDs) are power electronics-
based solutions connected to the low-voltage grid that allow for mitigating for different
power quality problems. Among these solutions, the Distributed Static Compensator
(D-STATCOM) allows for compensating for current-based power quality problems. The Dy-
namic Voltage Restorer (DVR) injects a series voltage to the distribution line, which com-
pensates for voltage disturbances. Finally, it is possible to compensate for voltage and
current using a Unified Power Quality Compensator (UPQC) [6]. The effects of low power
quality problems on distribution transformers, end-users, and utilities variate according
to the selected solution. For example, the D-STATCOM can mitigate current harmonics
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generated by the load, reducing the distribution transformer stress. Nonetheless, the load
can suffer from supply voltage disturbances, which can not be directly compensated by
this unit. The latter is not the case for the DVR, which provides fast voltage correction.
Nevertheless, harmonics currents generated by the load are not compensated by it, re-
ducing the distribution transformer lifetime. As the UPQC combines both compensators
in one single solution, it can provide sinusoidal voltages and currents to the load and
distribution transformer, respectively. Its benefits on the distribution transformer depend
on the connection points. For example, when the UPQC is connected to the primary-side,
it can actively regulate the transformer voltage. Meanwhile, when it is connected to the
secondary-side, the UPQC can provide harmonics mitigation and power factor correction,
among others. Nonetheless, in both cases, one variable is not compensated. Additionally,
unless storage systems are included, CPDs can not mitigate inrush currents generated by
the transformer startup process or by sudden voltage variations. These systems are capable
of mitigating a variety of power quality issues, but the distribution transformer is not fully
protected from the unpredictable distribution grid operating conditions.

Solid-State Transformers (SSTs) are an attractive solution to cope with power quality
problems, replacing conventional distribution transformers. They are based on power
electronics, which allows for fast and precise voltage and current control [21]. Nonetheless,
the efficiency of these systems is lower compared to other existing solutions, due to the
necessity of operating with a high number of submodules, power conversion stages and
the processing of the complete power flow. Compared to a distribution transformer,
the complexity of an SST, the additional power electronics, and protection systems makes
the SST a yet less reliable option [22]. In addition, SSTs are far more expensive compared
to Low-Frequency Transformers (LFTs) of a similar power and voltage level. New power
converter topologies, control systems, and redundancy are reducing this gap [23].

Hybrid distribution transformers (HDTs) combine a distribution transformer with one
or more power electronics conversion stages, which are designed to operate at a fraction of
the distribution transformer rated power. Nowadays, the available configurations, topolo-
gies, and control objectives are diverse. The HDT concept is presented in Figure 1. As can
be seen, the HDT is the interface between the medium and the low-voltage grid, where the
HDT is any nonspecific combination of power electronics modules with the distribution
transformer [24]. Compared to other solutions, as they are based on the idea of the partial
power converter, the control capabilities are limited to the power converter rating, which is
typically between 10% and 20% of the transformer rated power [25]. Additionally, for the
same reason, the efficiency of the power converter stages has a low impact on the overall
conversion efficiency. The use of protection systems, such as bypass switches, varistors,
and DC-Link clamping circuits, increases the power converter losses and volume. Nonethe-
less, due to the partial power converter, the protection systems have an insignificant impact
on the overall efficiency and volume [26,27]. There is no restriction on the power con-
verter location, with works reporting several different connection possibilities, i.e., medium
and/or low voltage side connections, each with its own advantages and disadvantages.
Therefore, the HDT configuration and power converter location will determine the power
converter topology, semiconductors rating, and the provided compensation [28].

E

V

Figure 1. Hybrid distribution transformer (HDT) concept.
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One of the main concerns with the applicability of new technologies in the grid is
power system reliability. LFT can operate for several seconds under grid failures, such
as short circuits. In contrast, power converters have a very limited short circuit current
supplying capacity. Therefore, solutions based completely on semiconductors, such a
SSTs, are not applicable to the actual power system yet [29]. On the other hand, some
HDT configurations can operate under faults, as the HDT configuration allows for the
power converter to be disconnected during the fault, letting the DT supply the short circuit
currents, preserving the grid reliability [26]. We must be reminded that HDTs have attracted
the attention of the industry, where ABB has filed several patents relating to their control,
configurations and applications [30–33].

This work is a literature review of HDTs, focusing on the different configurations and
topologies available, in conjunction with the available applications or auxiliary services
that it can provide.

2. Hybrid Transformer Configurations

HDT configurations are classified according to the energy source of the power con-
verter unit, i.e., if the energy is obtained from a capacitor, from the LFT primary or
secondary-side winding, or an auxiliary winding (AW). Simultaneously, each one can
be classified according to the method utilized by the power converter to inject its energy
to the grid, which can be done in series to the grid, in series with Coupling Transformers
(CTs), in shunt configuration or connected to the LFT core. The HDT configurations are
presented in Figure 2. The compensation provided depends on the configuration and also
on the power converter topology. Nonetheless, assuming that both ends of the power
converter are fully controllable, the compensation type provided by each configuration
can be classified as shown in Table 1. They can be classified into shunt, series with and
without CT, and magnetic compensation. The latter can be considered as a shunt or series
compensation according to the core configuration of the LFT.
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Figure 2. HDT configurations. (a) Power converter connected in series without a coupling transformer (CT). (b) Power
converter connected in series with CT. (c) Power converter connected to the low-frequency transformer (LFT) core. (d)
Power converter connected in shunt configuration. (e) Power converter connected to auxiliary windings (AWs) and in
series without CT. (f) Power converter connected to AWs and in series with CT. (g) Power converter connected to two
AWs. (h) Power converter connected to the secondary-side and in series without CT. (i) Power converter connected to the
secondary-side and in series with CT. (j) Power converter connected to both sides of the LFT in shunt configuration.
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Table 1. Compensation provided by HDT configurations.

Compensation
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In this section, HDT configurations are categorized regardless of the phase numbers
of the grid. Additionally, it is only in self-supported HDTs that the conversion method
is shown, whereas in the remaining configurations the power converters are generalized
as AC/AC converters. In these configurations, it is assumed that the power converters
operate in a decoupled manner and both terminals have a four-quadrant operating region.
Later, in the analysis section, the HDT operating regions are presented in terms of the
configurations and power converter topologies.

2.1. Self-Supported Hybrid Transformers

Self-supported HDTs, or HDTs where the energy is obtained from DC capacitors are
presented in Figure 2a–d, and their compensation types and characteristics are shown
in Table 1. Regardless of the power converter connection method, when utilizing DC
capacitors as the energy source, the power converter is only capable of providing reactive
power compensation, and an additional control method based on active power is required
in order to charge and regulate the capacitor voltage to its rated value.

The configuration of Figure 2a is utilized to provide voltage regulation to the distribu-
tion grid [24]. No isolation is required when the power converter is connected between the
neutral point and the LFT winding. Alternatively, if the neutral point is not accessible, it
is possible to connect the power converter to the distribution line without CTs utilizing
per phase power converter topologies [34]. It is possible to realize the connection to the
distribution line utilizing CTs, as configuration Figure 2b shows, allowing for the use of
three-phase power converter topologies, instead of single-phase configurations, which
reduces the converter elements. The integration of a DC source, such as a supercapacitor
bank, into the DC-Link allows for voltage control utilizing active power, which extends
the converter regulation capabilities [35]. Additionally, thanks to the presence of the CT,
the power converter can be connected into the medium voltage grid [36]. The connection
to the primary-side of the LFT allows the power converter to provide additional services to
the HDT, such as voltage harmonics filtering.

It is possible to connect the power converter into an auxiliary winding of the LFT,
as Figure 2c shows, providing magnetic compensation. In this case, the secondary-side and
auxiliary winding share the same core path and, therefore, share the same magnetic flux,
which is equivalent to a power converter connected in a electrical shunt configuration [24].
The same configuration has been proposed to provide current filtering in large-power
industrial rectifier systems and shipboard power systems [37,38]. The auxiliary circuit
can contain tuned filter branches which can be actively controlled in order to mitigate
characteristics harmonics of the supplied nonlinear systems [39].
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The configuration of Figure 2d allows for providing shunt compensation by connecting
the power converter to the low-voltage distribution transformer side [24]. This config-
uration can be integrated to the low-voltage distribution grid with or without CTs [40].
Additionally, it is possible to utilize the same configuration connected to the primary-side.
Nonetheless, unless multilevel power converter topologies are utilized, CTs are required to
connect the converter due to the higher voltage levels [41]. Alternatively, medium voltage
semiconductors can be used for a direct connection to the medium voltage grid [42,43].
Yet another alternative to cope with the connection to medium voltage is to utilize the
LFT taps to reduce the AC voltage connection level and the minimum required DC-Link
voltage. This solution has been proposed as a Static Synchronous Compensator (STAT-
COM) integrated to the LFT with and without pasive filters branches [44]. Nonetheless,
due to the current compensation that is made in the taps, the current distribution of the
primary winding is not equal, which can cause overcurrents and damage them. Therefore,
the reactive power compensation must be limited according to the load power factor in
order to avoid failures [45]. The same idea has been proposed applied to the secondary-side
taps, providing active filtering [46].

2.2. Hybrid Transformers Connected to Auxiliary Windings

Figure 2e–g show configurations where the power converter obtains its energy from
an auxiliary winding of the LFT. Their characteristics are shown in Table 1. The main
characteristic of these configurations is that the presence of the auxiliary winding provides
magnetic isolation, allowing one to synthesize a single-phase voltage, which can be con-
nected in series to the distribution line. Then, depending on the system phase numbers and
power converter characteristics, one of the three mentioned configurations should utilized,
as explained below.

In the configuration of Figure 2e, the power converter is connected in series to the
transformer secondary side when it has open windings and the neutral connection is
realized on the power converter terminal. Most of research studies have been focused on
this configuration and different power converters have been proposed for it. Additionally,
several patents that utilize this configuration have been filed by ABB [30–33]. HDTs based
on unidirectional power converters have been proposed. Nonetheless, their operation re-
gion is highly dependent of the grid and load conditions [47]. On the other hand, solutions
based on Back-to-Back (B2B) AC/DC power converters extend the regulation capabilities,
allowing one to provide voltage and current control in a broader range [48]. Additionally, it
is possible to utilize AC/AC choppers converters. Nonetheless, the regulation capabilities
depend on the utilized power converter topology and on the grid impedance matching.
Additionally, depending on the converter topology, under grid faults and after bypassing
the power converter, the LFT is unable to provide rated voltage due to unconventional
ratios of the secondary and auxiliary winding. These issues can be solved utilizing bipolar
AC/AC power converters [49]. Another alternative is to utilize three-phase auxiliary wind-
ing for each output phase in conjunction with DC-Link based power converters. In this
case, independent DC-Links per phase are required, which at the same time allows for
connecting the power converter in series to the distribution line without CTs after the LFT
output terminals, since the three-phase output voltages are magnetically isolated between
them. Moreover, different winding configurations can be utilized in order to mitigate
harmonics currents generated by the power converter switching process [50].

In the configuration of Figure 2f, the series converter is integrated into the distribution
grid by means of a CT. The auxiliary winding in conjunction with the CT isolates the power
converter from the grid, which allows us to optimize and reduce the DC-Link voltage
independently of the series converter location. There are solutions based on B2B AC/DC
converters [28], as well as based on AC chopper converters [51,52]. Alternatively, to protect
the LFT from grid voltage disturbances, it is possible to connect the series converter to
the primary-side, which allows the power converter to adapt to the rated voltage level,
thanks to a CT, and provide the required mitigation on the medium voltage grid [53].
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A detailed model and compound control scheme has been presented for this configuration.
The model accounts for the voltage and current disturbances, aiming to improve the
system’s robustness [54]. Additionally, the use of controllable tuned filter branch has been
proposed for the shunt converter in order to mitigate characteristics harmonics the power
converter can actively regulate the filter impedance for harmonics mitigation purposes [55].

An alternative to previous configurations, known as Power Electronics Integrated
Transformer (PEIT) and Custom Power Active Transformer (CPAT, in which the power
converter is completely integrated to the LFT), is shown in Figure 2g. In this case, the power
converter takes its energy from an auxiliary winding, which, after being processed, is
injected back to the LFT through an additional auxiliary winding. The core and winding
configuration determine the purpose of the power converter. Two equivalent parallel
electrical circuits can be realized by means of two windings sharing the same magnetic
core path, whereas a series electrical circuit is made by a winding attached to a third core
leg or a shunt magnetic core path [56]. A single-phase PEIT has been proposed, whereas
the three-phase alternative has been proposed by connecting three single-phase PEITs [57].
In order to increase the level of integration, a shell type structure has been proposed,
sharing the transformer yokes, which finally reduces the transformer footprint [58]. This
configuration can be utilized as a power flow controller while, at the same time, can be
utilized to provide current and voltage harmonics mitigation [59].

2.3. Hybrid Transformers Connected to Transformer Windings

Configurations of Figure 2h–i show HDTs where the power converters obtain their
energy from the secondary or primary-side windings of the LFT. Their characteristics
are shown in Table 1. Since the power converter is directly connected to the transformer
winding, an isolation stage is required to synthesize an isolated series voltage. As shown in
the presented configurations, this task can be done by means of CTs or by internal-isolated
power converters.

In the configuration of Figure 2h, the power converter takes its energy from the
secondary-side winding and after processing it, it is injected in series to the distribution
line. The transformerless series connection is possible due to an internal isolation stage
based on High-Frequency Transformers (HFTs). This configuration has been proposed for
a single-phase HDT, which, compared to solutions based on CT and connected to auxiliary
windings, allows for a reduction in weight and volume, while being a retrofit and scalable
solution [60–63].

The configuration of Figure 2i provides current and voltage compensation on the
low-voltage side. This configuration requires the use of CTs to allow the injection of a series
voltage to the distribution line. This configuration is proposed based on Back-to-Back (B2B)
DC-Link based power converters [48], and with three-phase direct AC/AC converters as
well [64]. Alternatively, the series converter can be placed on the primary side of the LFT
utilizing CTs. Besides the isolation purpose of the CTs, in this scenario they are required
in order to allow for the connection to medium voltage and operate with low voltage
DC-Links [65]. Alternatively, when the power converter is supplied by a DC system, such
as a microgrid, the series and shunt converter can extract active power from it and utilize it
for grid voltage and current regulation. This configuration can be realized by employing a
middle isolated DC/DC stage. In this scenario, the CTs are not strictly necessary, due to the
isolation provided by the HFT. Nevertheless, CTs allow for reducing the required number
of DC/DC converter submodules or for the converter design to employ low voltage rated
semiconductors [66].

In Figure 2j the power converter is connected to the primary and secondary-side in
shunt configuration utilizing power converters isolated by HFTs. For example, this config-
uration is utilized for the integration of renewable energy systems or when it is desired
to increase the distribution transformer capacity without replacing it. In principle, this
configuration does not allow us to provide series voltage regulation directly; nonetheless,
it can be controlled indirectly through reactive power injection. A three-phase converter
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utilizing isolated DC/DC converter is proposed, as well as a single-phase isolated AC/AC
converter [67,68].

2.4. Three-Stage Configuration

The configuration of Figure 3 is formed by a combination of two configurations
presented previously: (1) It connects the primary and secondary-side by means of shunt
converters utilizing HFTs, similar to the configuration of Figure 2j. (2) A series converter
is connected to the distribution line, as shown in Figure 2i. In this case, and in order to
provide voltage regulation to the LFT, the CT is located on the primary-side [69].

AC

DC DC

AC AC

DC

Figure 3. Combined HDT configuration.

2.5. Additional HDT Configurations

In this section, HDT configurations that cannot be classified easily with the previous
classification are presented in Figure 4a–c.

AC

AC

(a)

AC

AC

(b)

AC

AC

(c)

Figure 4. Additional HDT configurations. (a) Series connection to the high voltage taps. (b) Series
connection to the low voltage taps. (c) Shunt connection to both phases of a single-phase with central
tap grid.

In the configuration of Figure 4a, the power converter is connected to the secondary-
side high voltage-side taps of the LFT. This configuration is proposed utilizing single-phase
AC/AC converters per phase and it was first presented as a controllable network trans-
former, which can provide power flow control between transmission lines. The nature
of the AC chopper converters preserves the phase of the input voltage, without allowing
us to modify the output voltage phase. Nonetheless, utilizing techniques based on har-
monics injections, it is possible to shift the fundamental voltage to provide power flow
control and act as a active power filter as well [70,71]. The same idea can be applied in
Figure 4b, where the power converter is connected to the primary-side and neutral-side
taps. Compared to previous configurations, this solution presents lower conduction losses
since the converter is located on the primary side. When utilizing AC chopper converters,
it is necessary to utilize switches to commutate between boost and buck mode for sag and
swell mitigation, respectively [72]. Alternatively, DC-Link-based converters can be utilized.
In this case, the taps-side converter rectifies the tap voltage, then the end-side converter
inverts it in order to generate the required AC voltage and injects it in series to the grid.
No switches are required due to the fact that the capabilities of DC-AC converters to shift
its output voltage waveform [73]. In previous configurations, load harmonics mitigation is
not provided, which can affect and diminish the LFT lifetime.

The configuration of Figure 4c is proposed exclusively for low-voltage distribution
systems with central-tap. The power converter is connected between both phases to provide
shunt compensation. Additionally, it allows for active and reactive power sharing between
both phases for balancing purposes, reducing the neutral currents [72]. The shunt units are
capable of providing power factor correction and protecting the LFT from load harmonics.
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3. Power Converter Topologies Employed for Hybrid Transformers

The classification of the power converter topologies utilized in HDTs proposed in
the literature are summarized in Figure 5. The topologies can be classified into DC/AC
and AC/AC converters. The former are power converter utilized in self-supported HDT
configurations, exclusively. The latter are composed of power converters with or without
energy storage systems, which include the AC choppers and matrix converters, DC-Link-
based power converters and power converter topologies with galvanic isolation-based
Dual-Active Bridges (DABs) and Solid-State Transformers (SSTs). With the advent of
improved medium-voltage wide band gap devices [42,74–76], direct medium-voltage
conversion is now a feasible reality. Although in nascent stages, several works have
introduced direct medium voltage AC/AC and AC/DC converters [43,62,77,78].

Figure 5. Power converter topologies.

3.1. DC/AC Power Converter Topologies

The power converter topologies presented in Figure 6 are based on DC/AC converters,
and they are utilized in self-supported configurations, exclusively. For the configuration
of Figure 6d, the three-phase two-level converter (3P2L) of Figure 6a is utilized to pro-
vide current-based mitigation. The connection to the low-voltage grid allows for the use
of low-voltage semiconductors [6]. Alternatively, this topology can be connected to the
medium-voltage grid by means of the LFT ground-side taps in order to reduce the volt-
age connection level [46]. If the LFT taps are not available, it is possible to utilize the
same topology, but connected to the medium-voltage grid by means of CTs [6,41], or by
using medium voltage switches. Similarly, the same power converter can be utilized to
provide voltage-based compensation, considering a capacitive output filter, as shown in
Figure 6b. CTs are also required in order to magnetically isolate the output phases and
connect them in series to the distribution line. Slightly modifications of the previous
topology are available, such as splitting the DC-Link capacitor to provide a two level
bipolar voltage at the converter output terminals, as shown in Figure 6c. This topology is
utilized in Dynamic Voltage Restorers (DVRs) coupled to the distribution grid by means of
CTs, as configuration of Figure 6b [35]. Alternatively, three FB (3FB) converters connected
to a common DC-Link capacitor can be utilized to provide a three-level output voltage,
as shown in Figure 6d. Similar to previous topology, in order to connect it in series to
the distribution line, it is required to utilize CTs, due to the fact that the output phases of
the power converter are not magnetically isolated [36]. The power converter topology of
Figure 6e corresponds to three FB converter with independent DC-Links. In terms of power
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quality, FB converters allow one to generate a three-level output voltage. This topology is
utilized in the configuration of Figure 2a to provide series voltage compensation [79].

(a) (b) (c) (d)
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Figure 6. DC/AC power converter topologies. (a) Three-phase two-level converter. (b) Three-phase two-level converter
with CTs. (c) Three-phase two-level converter with split capacitor and CTs. (d) H-bridge converter per phase with common
DC-Link. (e) H-bridge converter per phase with independent DC-Link. (f) Cascaded H-bridge converter.

The topology of Figure 6f corresponds to a cascaded FB (CFB) multilevel converter.
The series connection of HB modules allows for the utilization of low-voltage semicon-
ductors in order to increase the converter voltage. Among other modulation techniques,
when utilizing Phase-Shifted PWM (PS-PWM) and n number of submodules per phase,
the converter is able to generate an output voltage with 2n + 1 levels, improving the power
quality and diminishing filtering requirements [80]. This topology has been proposed
for converters connected in shunt configuration to the medium-voltage grid, such as in
Figure 2d. In this case, the converter is connected to the ground-side taps of the LFT [81].
Compared to other alternatives, this modular solution is easily expansible in terms of
power requirements, requiring one to connect the power converter to a higher voltage tap
and increase submodules number [45].

3.2. AC/AC Power Converter Topologies

In this section, HDT topologies based on AC/AC power converters are presented.
Four categories of power converters are introduced, which are AC choppers, shown in
Figure 7, direct power converters, shown in Figure 8, power converters based on DC-Link
stages, shown in Figure 9, and power converters based on SSTs, shown in Figure 10.

3.2.1. AC/AC Converters Based on Direct Converters

The converter topologies of Figure 7 are AC chopper converters [82]. In this category,
the AC buck, Buck-Boost, Ćuk and bipolar Buck converter have been proposed in HDT
applications. These topologies are employed in configurations of Figure 2e, and they are
not capable to provide current regulation, as the power converter topology is incapable of
controlling the phase of its output voltage, which depends on the grid voltage phase and
power converter filter characteristics. On the other hand, the delivered active and reactive
power mainly depends on the load power factor. Considering an ideal lossless power
converter, the output voltage for the topology presented in Figure 7a has a linear relation
with the duty cycle [49,83], and the output voltage for topologies presented in Figure 7b,c
have a non linear relation. The output voltage gains are summarized in Table 2. Due to the
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interaction with the filters and load impedances, it is required to limit the power converter
duty cycle. Furthermore, the converter voltage gain of the three mentioned converters
are highly dependent on the filter and load impedance matching, which is difficult to
guarantee in distribution systems. Nonetheless, the effective operating region of the AC
buck-boost chopper is larger than the other two alternatives [84].

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7. Single-phase representation AC choppers. (a) AC buck converter. (b) AC buck-boost converter. (c) AC Ćuk
converter. (d) AC bipolar buck converter.

Figure 8. Direct matrix converter.

Table 2. AC choppers ideal voltage gain.

Power Converter Ideal Voltage Gain

AC Buck D

AC Buck-Boost
1

1− D

AC Ćuk
1

1− D
AC bipolar Buck 2D− 1

In the previous three configurations, the LFT secondary and auxiliary winding must
be designed with unconventional ratios in order to provide sag and swell mitigation.
Therefore, the HDT is unable to operate successfully when the power converter is by-
passed, for example in the case of faults, as the LFT is not capable of providing the rated
voltage [85–87]. An alternative to previous topologies is the bipolar buck converter of
Figure 7d. This solution requires the use of a center-tap auxiliary winding, allowing one
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to generate an output voltage which is formed by the commutation of the input voltage
and its counter-phased waveform. With a proper commutation, it is possible to generate
in-phase and counter-phase output voltages, allowing one to compensate for sags and
swells without requiring unconventional winding ratios or mode-selecting switches. There-
fore, this topology is compatible with fault-operation modes. Nonetheless, these features
come at the expense of a LFT with center-tap auxiliary winding, increasing the volume and
weight of the LFT [88].

In the presented solutions, the required switch type depends on the modulation
method utilized for the power converter [89]. Unidirectional switches can be utilized for
zero-sequence modulation schemes. In these cases, the output voltage is proportional
to the input voltage, according to its voltage gain characteristic. Since the switches are
commutated simultaneously, reduced switch configurations can be utilized [90,91]. On the
other hand, a certain degree of phase control can be provided if harmonic injection methods
are utilized, such as Dual Virtual Quadrature Sources (DVQS), which increases the power
converter regulation capabilities [92]. In these cases, bidirectional switches are required [89].

In Figure 8, a matrix converter is presented. In this topology, each input phase can be
connected to an output phase through bidirectional switches. Typically, inductive loads
are also supplied; therefore, it is mandatory that no open circuits are generated on the
output circuit. Additionally, in order to provide a current path during commutations,
capacitive filters are required on the input-side. Input and output LC circuits can act
as a current and voltage harmonics filtering as well. Additionally, it is forbidden to
connect two or more input phases to the same output in order to avoid short circuits [93].
This topology is employed in the configuration of Figure 2e, allowing one to utilize the
conventional secondary-side winding ratio, as the output voltage phase can be controlled
independently of the grid voltage phase. The auxiliary winding ratio depends on the
required compensation level, considering that the maximum matrix converter voltage gain
is reduced by a factor of

√
3/2 [94]. This topology can be also applied on the configuration

of Figure 2i [64]. In this case, the converter input is connected in shunt configuration to
the secondary winding and in series to the low-voltage distribution line by means of CTs.
Compared to previous power converter topologies, three-phase direct matrix converters
can control both the output voltage phase and frequency, allowing for a broader regulation
capability, while providing input power factor factor correction [95].

3.2.2. AC/AC Converters with a DC-Link Stage

Topologies presented in Figure 9 consist of an AC/AC power converter with inter-
mediate DC/AC converters connected by a common DC-Link. Compared to previous
AC/AC converter solutions, the presence of the DC-Link allows one to decouple the recti-
fier and inverter stage from the control system point of view [93]. Different power converter
topologies can be utilized in each stage, but the following has been proposed for HDT
applications up to date. The topology of Figure 9a is a back-to-back half-bridge (B2B-HB)
converter with split capacitor, generating a two-level bipolar output voltage, and it is
utilized in configurations of Figure 4b,c. This topology allows us to control the output
voltage magnitude and phase, realizing reactive power control and providing power factor
correction. When utilized in central tap low voltage grids, the DC-Link presence allows us
to exchange active power between phases for balancing purposes [72].

The topology of the three single-phase B2B FB (3-B2B-FB) converter of Figure 9b is
employed in configurations where the power converter is integrated through the auxiliary
winding to the distribution transformer and connected in series to the grid without CTs,
as in Figure 2f. Regarding other per-phase topologies, the H-bridge converter is simple,
reliable and has low losses. This solution has been proposed when connected to the
secondary and primary-side, though the efficiency when it is connected to the low-voltage
grid is slightly higher [28].
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

(f)

Figure 9. AC/AC converter with intermediate DC-Link stage. (a) Back-to-back half-bridge converter. (b) Back-to-back H
bridge converter. (c) Back-to-back three-phase two-level converter. (d) Back-to-back three-phase two-level converter for
four-wire grids. (e) Single-phase representation of a three-phase two-level converter and H-bridge converter in back-to-back
configuration. (f) Back-to-back neutral pointed clamped (NPC) converter for four-wire grids.

The back-to-back three-phase two-level converter (B2B-2L) of Figure 9c is the most
recurrent topology. In terms of losses and semiconductor costs, this topology integrated
to the grid with a CT has the best performance when it is compared to other three-phase
converters without CT, such as the three single-phase B2B-FB, the three-level converter with
and without intermediate DC/DC converters and matrix converters [28]. This converter is
employed in configuration of Figure 2f,i, where the use of CTs also allows for integration to
the medium-voltage side without recurring to multilevel alternatives or the use of medium
voltage switches [65]. In a similar manner, it is possible to utilize it in configuration of
Figure 2g since both ends of the power converter are connected to auxiliary windings,
which are designed to comply with the converter rating requirements [59]. In cases when
the shunt converter is connected to four-wire grids, the neutral wire can be obtained from
the middle point of the split DC-Link capacitor, as Figure 9d shows [48,96]. In this case the
rectifier-end is connected to an auxiliary winding, while the inverter-side is connected in
series to the secondary-side of the LFT, and the neutral connection is provided by the split
capacitor. An alternative topology utilized in the configuration of Figure 2e is presented
in Figure 9e. A three-phase two-level converter shares a common DC-Link with an FB
converter (B2B-2L-FB). The FB is connected in series to the distribution line and therefore
three independent converters are required in order to be utilized in three-phase grids
without requiring CTs. The rectifier ends, given by the three-phase two-level converters
are connected to independent auxiliary windings [50].
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The B2B Neutral Pointed Clamped (NPC) converter is shown in Figure 9f. Each leg of
this converter is made by four switches and two diodes, which are connected to central
point of a split capacitor. Compared to two-level converter, the NPC allows to generate one
additional voltage level, aiming to improve the voltage power quality [80]. This converter
is employed in the configuration of Figure 2e, designed to be applied in transmission level
applications, but has also been tested at distribution levels. The fourth leg of the inverter
stage is utilized in order to operate under unbalanced conditions [97].

AC

AC

AC

AC

AC

AC

AC

AC

(a) (b)

(c)

AC

DC

AC

DC

AC

DC

DC

DC

DC

DC

DC

DC

AC

DC

DC

DC

(d)

Figure 10. Power converter topologies with galvanic isolation. (a) Three-stage power converter with DAB DC/DC converter.
(b) Three-stage power converter based on a indirect matrix converter. (c) Single-stage cascaded AC/AC full-bridges in
input series and output parallel (ISOP) configuration. (d) Three-stage power converter with dual-active bridge (DAB) in
ISOP configuration for series and shunt (four-wire) compensation.

3.2.3. AC/AC Converters with Galvanic Isolation

The galvanic isolated power converters are presented in Figure 10. These converters
can be classified according to the number of conversion stages between the input and output
AC voltages. Additionally, when multiple submodules are utilized, they can be classified
according to their connection methods. In Figure 10a a single-stage Input Series and Output
Parallel (ISOP) converter is presented. This topology is employed in the configuration
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of Figure 2j. In order to allow its connection to medium-voltage, a series connection of
submodules is required. Then, to cope with the high currents of the low-voltage side,
the submodules are connected in parallel configurations, sharing the current demand [68].
Each submodule is made of an AC-AC FB converter, and the power transfer between the
primary and secondary-side of the HFTs is controlled by means of the phase-shift between
both HB [98,99].

The power converter topology of Figure 10b has been applied in the configuration
of Figure 2h. This converter has been applied in single-phase grids and the presence
the HFT allows one to connect the SST in series to the distribution line without requir-
ing CTs, which reduces the weight and volume of the converter. Since the converter is
placed on the secondary-side, a single-module solution is enough to cope with the con-
nection voltages [62,63,100]. It is based on an indirect matrix converter and is composed
of three conversion stages: (1) A folding stage, that rectifies the input AC voltage. (2)
A high-frequency chopping stage. (3) An unfolding stage, that reshapes the output AC
voltage [22,62]. In addition the work presented in [62], this convertor utilizes 7.2 kV SiC
switches, enabling a direct a medium voltage conversion, suitable for distribution side
application. In Figure 10c, an alternative three-stage power converter is presented, which
is based on a single Dual-Active Bridge (DAB) converter. The DAB is utilized between the
input and output stages. This topology is utilized in the configuration of Figure 2i [66].
The CTs allow for the reduction in the voltage requirement of the FB to avoid the use of
multilevel topologies. Additionally, the CTs enable the use of just a single DAB converter.

In Figure 10d an alternative power converter is presented, which is based on DAB
converters. This topology is utilized in configuration of Figure 3. In order to enable a
medium voltage connection, a CFB multilevel converter is utilized, where the submodules
are connected in an ISOP configuration to the main DC-Link capacitor. The multilevel
converter supports the operation of the primary-side series converter and the secondary-
side shunt converter. The series converter is based on a three-phase two-level converter,
which is connected to CTs to provide magnetically isolated series voltages. On the other
hand, the secondary-side shunt converter is based on a four-leg two-level converter in
order to support unbalanced conditions. No CTs are required in this stage, as the voltage
stress is low enough for the converter to support [69].

4. Analysis of Hybrid Transformers
4.1. Operating Region

The power converters of HDTs can operate in three different operating regions, which
depends on the HDT configurations and the utilized power converter topology. The operat-
ing of each proposed topology up to date is summarized in Table 3. The operating regions
can be classified into: (1) Reactive power injection. (2) Restricted active and reactive power
injection. (3) Unrestricted active and active power injection. For exemplification purposes,
it is assumed that the converters are connected to the secondary-side, where the secondary
winding voltage is Vs, the load voltage is VL, the load current is iL, the secondary-winding
current is is, the injected shunt converter current is ish, and the injected series voltage is Vse.
Nonetheless, the analysis can be carried out for power converters connected to the primary
side as well.
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Table 3. Power converters operating regions.
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4.1.1. Reactive Power Injection

In the first operating region, shown in Figure 11, the power converter is only capable
of injecting reactive power, which is represented by a vertical line in the PQ plane of
Figure 11a. Subsequently, the total HDT output power is given by the vector sum of the
delivered power of the LFT and the power converter. This operating region corresponds
to self-supported configurations, utilizing topologies of Figure 6 and the energy injec-
tion method depends on the HDT configuration. For series-connected power converters,
the energy is injected by means of a series voltage to the distribution line. This scenario
is represented in Figure 11b. Assuming a lossless power converter, such that there is no
active power consumption, the power converter must synthesize an output voltage in
quadrature to the load current in order to provide reactive power. Whether the use of the
series converter is utilized to regulate the primary-side or load voltage to their rated values,
the injection of a series voltage modifies the angle of the grid voltage, modifying its power
factor. This is represented in Figure 11b, where two different compensating voltages are
applied, generating two different grid voltage phase angles.

On the other hand, for shunt-connected power converters, depending on the point
of connection, a current in quadrature to the connection point voltage must be supplied.
This is represented in Figure 11c. The injection of a current that controls the reactive
component of the source current modifies the equivalent power factor in a similar manner
to a STATCOM.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 11. Operating region of HDTs whose power converters inject reactive power, exclusively. (a) Ac-
tive and reactive power (PQ) operating region. (b) Series voltage injection. (c) Shunt current injection.

4.1.2. Restricted Active and Reactive Power Injection

In the operating region of Figure 12, the power converter is able to inject active and
reactive power. Nonetheless, the apparent power angle mainly depends on the load power
factor and also on the passive components utilized in the converter. This is represented in
Figure 12a, where the converter operating sector ideally corresponds to a varying angle
line given by the diameter of the overall operating region. Figure 12b shows the operating
region in the complex plane when the power converter is utilized to provide voltage
regulation. If the filter effects of the power converter are not neglected, the equivalent
voltage phase of the load is modified, affecting the grid power factor.

Depending on the converter topology, the HDT will be able to add or subtract a voltage
vector. This operating region occurs for the AC choppers’ power converters of Figure 7,
which are utilized in HDTs that obtain their energy from an auxiliary winding and inject
it back to the grid in series without CTs, as shown in Figure 2e. This mode of operation
is possible in two SST topologies. In the topology of Figure 10a, which is connected in
parallel to the LFT as a configuration of Figure 2j, and the topology of Figure 10b connected
in series to the distribution line, as a configuration of Figure 2h. The system is modulated
to ensure that the voltage at the power converter terminals preserves the phase and angle
of the supply voltage [60,68].

(a) (b)

Figure 12. Operating region of HDTs whose power converters are capable to inject restricted
active and reactive power. (a) PQ operating region. (b) Complex plane operating region for
voltage compensation.

4.1.3. Unrestricted Active and Reactive Power Injection

In Figure 13, the operating region where the power converter is able to inject apparent
power with an unrestricted angle is presented. In this scenario, the power converter
operating region is represented by a circle, centered at the end of the LFT apparant power
vector, as shown in Figure 13a. When utilized for voltage regulation, the power converter
is able to inject a series voltage with a nonfixed phase angle, as shown in Figure 13b. In this
case, the power converter voltage vectors are inside a circle centered at the end of the
transformer winding voltage. Then, the load voltage corresponds to the summation of the
series and transformer winding voltage vector. The additional degree of freedom when
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injecting the voltage vector allows for improved regulation capabilities provided by the
converter, especially in a transient state.

(a) (b)

Figure 13. Operating region of HDTs whose power converters are capable of injecting active and re-
active power. (a) PQ operating region. (b) Complex plane operating region for voltage compensation.

HDTs configurations based on AC/AC power converters, such as configurations of
Figure 2e–j are capable of delivering unrestricted active and reactive power only if the
suitable power converters are utilized. For this purpose, power converters based on DC-
Link are required to provide independent active and reactive power. These topologies are
presented in Figure 9. Additionally, the three-phase direct matrix converter of Figure 8 is
capable of synthesizing an output voltage with varying phase by means of commutating the
input phases. In the case of SST-based power converters, the topologies of Figure 10c,d are
capable of operating in this region. In both cases the DABs establish the DC-Link voltage
and then, by means of DC/AC converters, the desired output voltage is synthesized.

4.1.4. Use of Tap Changers Systems to Extend the HDT Operating Region

The voltage compensating range of configurations presented in this paper can be
extended by means of the LFT taps changers. In the specific case of the configuration of
Figure 2e, an alternative with tap changers is shown in Figure 14a. Tap changers commu-
tation systems allow us to add an offset into the voltage regulation in steps, without an
increase in the power converter rating. The operating region of this alternative is shown
in Figure 14b [96,101]. When utilizing HDT configurations that are able to inject unre-
stricted active and reactive power, the operating vector can be represented, as shown in
Figure 14c. In this scenario, when the vectors are synchronized with the transformer
voltage, the power converter operating region is shifted along the real axis according to
the taps changer state. The taps can be designed in order to have a continuous operating
region, by means of superimposing the operating circles. Nonetheless, the use of taps
transformers decreases the reliability of the HDT, as one of the main reasons for LFT failure
is related to the malfunctioning of tap changers systems.

4.2. Power Converter Location Effects

The power converters location has an important role in the protection of the LFT,
as they can prevent the load and grid voltage harmonics propagation.

4.2.1. Shunt Converter Location

Power converters connected in shunt configurations are able to provide current-based
mitigation, such as power factor correction, harmonics filtering, neutral current mitigation,
among others.

Disregarding the connection method utilized to integrate the shunt converter to the
grid, it can be placed into the primary-side, secondary-side or into an auxiliary circuit,
as shown in Figure 15. When the shunt converter is placed on the primary-side, as seen in
Figure 15a, the current mitigation is made on the primary-side, being able to improve the
grid power quality. On the other hand, in the presence of loads that generate harmonics
currents, these are not mitigated on the secondary-side and, therefore, they are free to flow
through the LFT. The presence of current harmonics on the LFT is harmful for the LFT
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lifetime, due to the fact that they generate additional losses, acoustic noise, and vibrations,
among others. The winding temperature, specifically its hot spot, is a critical variable for
LFT as it has a critical impact on the winding isolation health. Therefore, as no mitigation
system is placed on the secondary-side, the LFT lifetime decreases. One method to deal
with harmonic currents on the LFT is transformer derating. Alternatively, if the shunt
converter is placed on the secondary-side, as shown in Figure 15b, load harmonics can
be compensated and prevent their circulation on the LFT and improving the LFT lifetime.
Additionally, the connection of the shunt converter on the secondary-side can be achieved
with simple power converter topologies, without requiring multilevel alternatives or CTs.

When the power converter is connected to an auxiliary winding, it can be utilized
to provide current compensation by means of flux compensation. Under this scenario,
the effects of the load currents on the primary-side current are mitigated. Although the
transformer magnetic flux is compensated, load harmonic currents can circulate through the
secondary-side winding. In order to compensate for those currents, the power converter
must inject the required compensating harmonics currents into the auxiliary-winding,
as represented in Figure 15c. The compensating currents depends on the load characteristic,
the secondary and auxiliary winding ratios, and the auxiliary winding configurations.
While the primary side winding currents are compensated in terms of power quality,
the currents circulating through the secondary and auxiliary winding can contain high
amounts of harmonics currents. Therefore, the LFT must be designed in order to operate
under these conditions.

AC

AC

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 14. HDT with taps changers. (a) Diagram of a HDT configuration with taps changers systems (b) Operating region
of the HDT output voltage versus the power converter converter output voltage (c) Complex plane operating region.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 15. Shunt converter locations. (a) Primary-side. (b) Secondary-side. (c) Connected to an auxiliary winding.

4.2.2. Series Converter Location

Power converters connected in series to the distribution line are capable of mitigat-
ing voltage-based power quality problems, such as grid voltage sags, swells, voltage
unbalances, and harmonics mitigation, among others.
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As with a shunt converter, the location of the series converter has a big impact on the
LFT. When the series converter is placed on the primary-side, as in Figure 16a, the supplied
voltage can be improved in terms of power quality, improving the LFT performance.
The primary-side power converter can be utilized to actively regulate the load voltage.
The same effect can be obtained if the converter is placed on the secondary-side, as in
Figure 16b. Nonetheless, the LFT is unprotected from voltage disturbances, which can
cause additional losses, inrush currents and malfunctioning on the rest of the grid.

An alternative to previous connection methods consists of connecting the power
converter to an auxiliary winding, as in Figure 16c. In order to provide voltage regulation,
the core to which the winding is attached, must be designed in a shunt configuration.
The harmonic voltages coming from the grid and those injected by the power converter
will affect the magnetic core paths associated with their windings. The resultant magnetic
flux circulating in the magnetic path associated to the secondary-side winding will be
improved in terms of power quality. Therefore, the resultant voltage waveform on the
output converter terminal is improved. The magnetic core path associated with the primary
and auxiliary-winding will be under the stress of disturbed voltage, causing additional
core losses. Specially, considering nonlinear reluctance, voltage disturbances can cause
inrush currents on both circuits.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 16. Series converter locations. (a) Primary-side. (b) Secondary-side. (c) Connected to an auxiliary winding.

4.2.3. Combined Compensation and Circulating Active Power Flow

It is possible to combine the series and shunt converters into one solution, as shown
in the configurations of Figure 2e–i. Among these configurations, two groups can be
highlighted. Configurations of Figure 2e,f take their energy from the auxiliary winding
and inject them in series to the distribution line. On the other hand, configurations of
Figure 2h,i take their energy from the secondary-side winding and inject them in series
to the grid. In both groups, two scenarios can be analyzed according to the location of
the series converter, i.e., if the series converter is connected to the primary or secondary-
side. To carry out this analysis, and in order to simplify it, the following assumptions are
considered: (1) The power converters and LFT are ideal. (2) The load is resistive, i.e., only
active power is consumed. (3) The series converter is controlled to ensure that the rated
voltage is provided to the primary-side winding. If its connected to the secondary-side,
the series converter is controlled to ensure rated voltage to the load (4) The system operates
under a voltage sag of k[p.u.].

As shown in Figure 17a, when the series converter is placed on the secondary-side
and the configuration of Figure 2i is utilized, the load consumes a rated active power
equals to PL, as it is supplied with rated voltage. In order to compensate the voltage sag,
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the series converter must inject a series voltage in phase with the secondary-side voltage
with magnitude equal to k[p.u.]. As the rated current is flowing on the secondary-side,
the power injected by the series unit is proportional to the voltage sag value, and it is equal
to kPL. The shunt converter acts as a support unit, and it is in charge of delivering this
energy to the series converter. Thus, it consumes kPL from the secondary-side of the LFT.
Consequently, the total amount of power delivered by the LFT is equal to the load, PL.
The power converter regulates the load voltage, and from the point of view of the LFT,
the load and the power converter is seen as a constant power source.

AC

AC

(a)

AC

AC

(b)

Figure 17. Circulating active power flow scenarios. (a) No circulating power between the LFT and the power converter.
(b) Circulating power flow between the LFT and power converter.

When the CT is connected on the primary-side, as in Figure 17b, a feedback phenomena
exist. The series converter injects a voltage equal to k[p.u.] in phase with the grid voltage.
Due to the lossless LFT, rated load voltage is supplied, consuming rated active power, PL.
Thus, the series converters injects an active power equal to Pse, which must be supplied by
the shunt converter on the secondary-side. Therefore, the total power supplied by the LFT
is equal to the sum of the rated load and the shunt converter active power, PL + Psh. As the
primary-side winding voltage is controlled at its rated value, the current is proportional
to PL + Psh and it is higher than its rated value. Thus, when the power converter injects a
voltage equal to k[p.u.], the required active power higher than kPL, and it is given by the
following equation.

Pse = Psh =
k

1− k
PL (1)

The circulating active power flow between the LFT and the power converter exists in
the presence of a voltage disturbance, and in periods of high load, the additional amount
of power can overload the LFT, affecting its lifetime. Under this scenario, the amount of
active power processed by the LFT is equal to the load and the circulating active, and it is
given by the next equation.

PLFT =
1

1− k
PL (2)

Figure 18 presents the required injected active power by the power converter in order
to compensate for different grid voltage sags, as well as the total amount of active power
processed by the LFT. These values are calculated assuming that the power converter and
the LFT are ideal. As is expected, the additional power requirements increases as the
voltage sags to compensate are higher. If the power converter losses are considered, even
higher values of active power will be required in order to compensate voltage sags, which
decreases the overall efficiency. Additionally, if the LFT losses and leakage impedances are
considered, the additional amount of circulating active power required generates additional
voltage drops which must be compensated by the power converter. Therefore, the power
converter must compensate for the grid voltage sag and the voltage drop generated by
its operation, which can be considered as a higher equivalent voltage sag, increasing the
required circulating active power flow and losses.
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Figure 18. Required circulating active flow values to compensate voltage sags.

The circulating active power issue can be solved if the series power converter takes its
energy from a DC source, such as a microgrid [66]. The energy obtained from the DC source
breaks the active power loop between the transformer and the LFT, allowing to preserve
the HDT configuration. Alternatively, the energy can be supplied from the primary-side by
means of a shunt converter and then inject it in series to the medium voltage distribution
line, breaking the circulating active power flow. This solution is presented in the combined
configuration of Figure 3 [69]. The additional shunt converter in the secondary-side is
used for load current compensation purposes. The integration of the primary-side shunt
converter to the medium-voltage grid can be realized by means of CTs or by means of
multilevel topologies. The latter is preferred in order to avoid and reduce the weight and
volume of the CTs. By doing this, for a k[p.u.] voltage sag, the required active power for
voltage regulation is proportional to k. Additionally, independently of the voltage sag
magnitude, the active power processed by the LFT is equal to the load.

4.3. Losses in Distribution Transformers

Transformer losses are composed of load and no-load losses. Load losses depend on
the circulating currents generated by the loading of the distribution transformer. The main
components are the heat losses in the transformer winding, which are generated by the I2R
term. Stray losses belong to load losses, and they are subdivided as follows: (1) Winding
stray losses: losses generated by the effect of leakage electromagnetic flux in the winding.
(2) Other stray losses: losses generated by electromagnetic flux in the core, core clamps,
magnetic shields, tank walls, bolts, among others [8].

No-load losses are those generated as a product of the transformer energization to
establish the magnetic flux, without loads connected to the transformer winding. No-load
losses are composed of the following terms: (1) Hysteresis losses in the core laminations.
(2) Eddy current losses in the core laminations. (3) I2R losses due to the magnetizing
current. (4) Dielectric losses [8]. The most relevant are hysteresis and eddy current losses,
as they represent almost 99% of the no-load losses. Heat losses due to the magnetizing
current are neglected, as magnetizing currents are a small fraction of the rated current of
the transformer. In distribution networks applications dielectric losses are neglected as
well, as these are relevant when the operating voltages are over 50 kV [102]. The Steinmetz
equation is utilized to represent the total core losses under sinusoidal input voltages [103].

Pf e = Kc f αBβ
max (3)

To cope with the variability of the loads, distribution transformers are designed
to operate with maximum efficiency with loading between 40% and 60%. Above that,
the efficiency starts to decrease due to the winding losses. On the other hand, under low
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loading operating, core losses are predominant, leading to a poor and unsustainable
operation [104]. For example, for a 1000 kVA distribution transformer operating with unit
power factor, the efficiency at 10% 45% and 100% load are 96.99%, 98.70%, and 98.37%,
respectively. The efficiency is worsened under different grid conditions, such as low power
factor [105]. In light-load scenarios, the power converters of the HDT can be utilized to
improve the efficiency [106].

The effect of the power converter location in terms of the presence of harmonic currents
and voltages in the distribution transformer was shown in a previous section. The effect of
harmonics in the losses of the transformer and its lifetime will be summarized, which is a
handful in order to evaluate the protection level given to the distribution transformer by
each HDT configuration. Generally speaking, grid voltage harmonics affect the magnetic
core losses, while load harmonics affect the winding and structure losses [107].

The applied voltage magnitude has a critical impact on the insulation materials of
the transformer, as high dv/dt can create high electric fields. In the presence of distorted
grid voltages, the dv/dt increases, accelerating the degradation of the insulation materials
and reducing the transformer lifetime [107]. In [102], different nonlinear voltage profiles
have been studied and it is shown that they have a drastic impact on the transformer
no-load losses, and increase the maximum flux density of the magnetic core. Furthermore,
the magnetic flux inside the core is nonuniform, which generates partial saturation, temper-
ature rise, among other issues. In [9], a distribution transformer is tested under different
operating regimes. In the case of a line-to-line voltage THD of about 12%, the no-load
losses and no-load current increase in about 3.46% and 37.3% compared to a sinusoidal
voltage. The work in [10] analyzes the effect of grid voltage harmonics on the distribution
transformer performance. Some results show that the core losses increase by about 21%
when the voltage harmonics are given by the worst-case scenario of the harmonics limits
given by IEC 61000-3-6. Additionally, the results of the impact of third and fifth harmonics
on the temperature of the transformer are presented. Compared to a pure sinusoidal
voltage, there is an 8.2% and 11.8% temperature increase of the hottest spot, for 3% of third
and fifth harmonics. The system presents higher losses as the frequency increases due to
the effect of temperature and skin effect on the winding resistance.

Compared to voltage harmonics, load harmonics have a bigger impact on the trans-
former losses and lifetime [108]. The study of load harmonics and the effect on the trans-
former is crucial for the transformer design, as it gives guidance for its derating. The IEEE
std C57.110 establish recommended practices for liquid-filled and dry-type transformer
when supplying non-linear loads. Among the load losses, winding stray losses depend
on the square of the frequency, while the exponent of other stray losses is less than one.
When a transformer operates supplying nonlinear currents, the additional winding stray
losses increase the hot-spot temperature [8]. The rise in the temperature affects the insu-
lation systems, reducing the transformer lifetime. The hot-spot temperature (θH), can be
utilized to calculate the aging acceleration factor (FAA), which, for a mineral-oil immersed
transformer, is given as follows [109].

θH = θA + ∆θTo + ∆θH (4)

FAA = e
15000

110+273−
15000

θH+273 (5)

where θA is the ambient temperature, ∆θTo is the oil temperature rise over the ambient
temperature, and ∆θH is the winding hot-spot temperature rise over the top oil temperature.

In [110] a load characterized by consuming high fifth and seventh harmonics is
analyzed utilizing three different methods to calculate the transformer losses and estimated
lifetime. Under the analyzed operating conditions, the minimum FAA is equal to 1.12, which
for a transformer with an expected operating time of 30 years, the lifetime is decreased
in a 10%. In [111], a load current profile given by 5%, 6%, and 5% for the third, fifth and
seventh harmonic is tested. Under these operating conditions, the core losses increase by
about 15.5%, with respect to a full sinusoidal case [111].
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The impact of nonlinear voltages and currents on the distribution transformer can
not be neglected. Therefore, the power converter unit of the HDT can be utilized to damp
the impact of harmonics on the transformer lifetime. Nonetheless, it will depend on the
utilized HDT configuration.

4.4. LFT Protection

Based on the HDT configurations, the operating region of the HDT, the location of
the power converters, and the circulating active power issue, the protection level pro-
vided to the LFT can vary. In order to evaluate the protection level, Table 4 summarizes
the assessment points considered. The LFT is protected from grid voltage disturbances
when the series power converter is located in the primary-side and it is able to provide
active and reactive power for voltage mitigation. In this case, the protection is assessed
with 3 points. When the power converter is only capable of providing reactive power,
such as in the case of self-supported configurations, the system is assessed with 2 points.
In a similar manner, when the shunt converter is located in the secondary-side and it is
capable of providing active and reactive power, the protection is assessed with 3 points.
Otherwise, if only reactive power is delivered, 2 points are given. In both cases, series and
shunt compensation, voltage and currents harmonics are diminished, therefore improving
the operating conditions of the LFT. On the other hand, when magnetic compensation is
utilized, the system is evaluated with 2 and 1 point, for active plus reactive and reactive
power compensation, respectively. In this case the assigned score is less due to voltage
and currents harmonics can circulate through the LFT windings, which affects the winding
insulation. Additionally, when circulating active power flows occurs, the system is evalu-
ated with -1 point. Only the basic configurations are assessed in this work, and alternatives
such as those that use taps changers or shunt converters connected to the LFT taps are not
evaluated. Then, for each HDT configuration of Figure 2, the protection provided the LFT
is assessed and summarized in Table 5 according to the the presence and location of the
series converter. In the presence of shunts converter, it is assumed that they are always
connected on the secondary-side in order to provide load current compensation.

Table 4. LFT protection assessment.

Motive Assessment

Circulating active power flow –1

Magnetic compensation (Q) 1

Magnetic compensation (P + Q) 2

Series converter on primary-side (Q) 2

Shunt converter on secondary-side (Q) 2

Series converter on primary-side (P + Q) 3

Shunt converter on secondary-side (P + Q) 3
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Table 5. Protection provided to the LFT.

LFT Protection

No Ser. Ser. sec. Ser. pri. Ser. mag.

C
ap

ac
it

or

(a) - 0 2 -

(b) - 0 2 -

(c) 1 - - -

(d) 2 - - -

A
ux

w
in

d.

(e) - 1 3 -

(f) - 1 3 -

(g) - - - 3

W
in

d.

(h) - 2 4 -

(i) - 2 4 -

(j) 3 - - -

4.4.1. Self-Supported HDT

For the series configuration of Figure 2a, no protection is provided to the LFT, since
the power converter is located on the secondary-side. Therefore, the grid voltage harmonic
can affect LFT operation. Alternatively, it can be connected on the primary-side by means
of a CT, as shown in configuration Figure 2b. Assuming an operation without DC sources,
the level of protection is assessed with 2 points, due to that the only reactive power is
utilized for the compensation, being unable to provide full voltage protection.

For the shunt configuration of Figure 2d, the maximum level of protection to the LFT
occurs when the converter is connected to the secondary-side. In this case, it is assessed
with 2 points, due to the use of reactive power, exclusively.

When the power converter is connected to the auxiliary winding in order to provide
flux compensation, as in Figure 2c, load harmonics and the current injected by the power
converter can circulate through the secondary and auxiliary windings, negatively impacting
on the LFT lifetime. The protection level is lower compared to when the converter is
connected to the secondary-side. The power converter is able to inject reactive power;
therefore, this configuration is assessed with 1 point.

4.4.2. HDT Connected to Auxiliary Windings

For the configuration of Figure 2e, due to the fact that the location of the series
converter is on the secondary-side, no voltage protection is provided. On the other hand,
if the power converter can control its input current for flux compensation, only reactive
power can be utilized for this task. Therefore, the protection is assessed with 1 point.
Alternatively, if the connection is made on the primary-side, for example, connecting the
converter to the ground-side of the primary winding, a circulating active power flow is
generated. Therefore, the configuration is assessed with 3 points in this case. The same
occurs for configuration of Figure 2f.

For configuration of Figure 2g, the harmonics currents of the load and the shunt con-
verter can circulate through the LFT winding. On the other hand, grid voltage disturbances
can affect the LFT core, as well as the compensating voltages injected by the series converter.
Therefore, this configuration is assessed with 3 points.

4.4.3. HDT Connected to the LFT Primary or Secondary Windings

Regarding the protection level provided by configuration of Figure 2h, no voltage
protection is provided when the series converter is placed on the secondary-side. On the
other hand, the shunt converter can be utilized to compensate load harmonics currents.
Therefore this configuration is assessed with 2 points. Alternatively, if the series power
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converter is placed on the primary-side, it can provide full voltage regulation. Nonetheless,
circulating active power flows occurs. Therefore, in this case, this configuration is assessed
with 4 points. The same scenario can be expected for configuration of Figure 2i.

In configuration of Figure 2j, no direct voltage regulation is provided, due to both
ends of the power converter are connected in shunt configuration. Nonetheless, a certain
degree of voltage regulation can be provided by means of reactive power injection, it is
not considered for the assessment. Therefore, this configuration is evaluated with 3 points,
since full current control can be provided. Alternatively, this configuration can be utilized
in periods of high energy demand, and utilize the power converter in order to alleviate
the LFT.

4.5. HDT Reliability

Distribution transformers are highly reliable elements, being able to operate under
faults, for example delivering high fault currents for several seconds. When integrating
power electronics into the distribution transformers, it is expected that this desirable
characteristic is maintained.

Each configuration and topology must be considered in the design of the HDT to
provide a reliable operation; nonetheless, not enough research has been carried out in this
area. In general, for HDTs with series-connected converters, it is considered a bypass switch
that disconnects the power converter in the case of faults [25,49]. For the configuration of
Figure 19, a comprehensive protection system design have been realized [26,27]. In the case
of short circuits on the low-voltage grid, high currents are delivered by the transformer and
the power converter, which can damage the latter. Therefore, in this scenario, the power
converter must be bypassed rapidly, allowing the transformer to deliver the short circuit
currents. A bidirectional switch composed of antiparallel high current thyristors is utilized,
which provides a low-impedance path in less than 100µs. Additionally, the reliable design
of the HDT considers diverse scenarios, such as lightning surges and medium voltage
surges, for which it is necessary to find a compromise between the auxiliary winding ratio,
power converter losses, semiconductor breakdown voltage, and filter size, among others.

AC

AC

Figure 19. Hybrid transformer of configuration Figure 2e with bypass switch.

A reliable HDT must be able to detect a dangerous operating condition and depending
on the configuration, bypass and/or disconnect the power converter from the grid and
transformer [49]. When done correctly, the HDT behaves as a conventional LFT, ensuring
high reliability. Alternatively, reliability can be assessed according to the power converter
topology and its under-fault operation capability. For example, for two-level converters,
redundant legs can be included which can be switched on in the case of faults. Additional
fault isolation circuits are mandatory to isolate the damaged leg as fast as possible [112].
On the other hand, for configurations connected to the primary-side, the use of medium-
voltage multilevel converters adds a level of reliability compared to, for example, two-level
topologies. When a submodule of a cascaded multilevel converter fails, the system can be
reconfigured to continue with its normal operation, without requiring one to disconnect
the power converter [113].

5. Ancillary Services Provided by Hybrid Transformers

In conventional electrical market structures, ancillary services are provided by the
synchronous generators to satisfy the power system requirements at the transmission
level, which typically considers frequency, voltage, and reactive power regulation. These
services are traded in the ancillary services market, where the transmission system operator
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is the purchaser [114]. On the other hand, the increase in distributed renewable energy
resources and the inclusion of power electronics in distribution systems has brought new
challenges into the operation of distribution networks but has also broadened the spectrum
of ancillary services that can be provided. In this regard, the power converter of the HDT
can be utilized to provide ancillary services.

In terms of cost, an HDT is expected to have a higher price compared to a conventional
LFT due to the inclusion of the power converter. Some aspects that will determine the cost
of an HDT are the number of power converters taken into consideration, i.e., the number
of series and/or shunt converters, and the power converter topology. The converter
location plays an important role in the costs—as the integration of the power converter
into the medium-voltage is more technically challenging than its low-voltage counterpart—
requiring, for example, the use of multilevel power converter or isolation transformers.
Beyond the cost of the power converter, the additional services that can be provided by the
HDT can make it an interesting alternative for electrical companies, as the HDT services
can be part of the ancillary services market.

Besides the previously mentioned capabilities of an HDT, such as current and voltage
harmonic filtering, power factor correction, voltage regulation, load balancing, neutral cur-
rent mitigation, among others, other applications of HDTs have been researched. The pro-
vided ancillary services types and their impact on the grid or distribution transformer
will depend on the selected HDT configuration and topology. Some of these services are
presented in the following subsections.

5.1. Distribution Transformer Inrush Current Mitigation

There are several methods to reduce the impact of inrush currents at the moment of
the distribution transformer connection. For example, connecting the transformer phases
in sequences at optimal moments. Nonetheless, it is possible to use the shunt stage of
HDTs to mitigate their impact. In this scenario and based on Figure 20, using a prefluxing
technique, in which the converter induces a magnetic flux equal to that induced by the
grid at the connection instant, reducing the impact on the inrush currents generation. Once
the transformer is connected to the grid, the power converter can be synchronized to the
secondary side to initiate its normal operation, regulating the secondary side voltages and
currents. When it is desired to disconnect the transformer, it is possible to use the same
technique in the reverse order until the transformer flux is zero. This feature is proposed
utilizing the configuration of Figure 2e along with a DC storage system connected to the
DC-Link to provide the necessary energy to magnetize the transformer [115].

AC

DC AC

DC

Figure 20. HDT configuration for inrush current mitigation.

Alternatively, the same configuration can be applied to reduce magnetizing flux
DC offsets, which generate inrush currents. The mitigation is carried out by the power
converter module connected to the auxiliary winding, modifying the core flux [116].

5.2. Distribution Transformer Additional Capacity

By means of a parallel connection of an SST, such as configuration of Figure 2j, and by
utilizing active and reactive power control, it is possible to increase the capacity of an
LFT. This scenario is represented in Figure 21. The power control is designed to supply a
desired load proportion, while being able to provide power quality problem mitigation
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services. This solution is carried out without a considerable volume or complexity increase.
Proposed solutions integrate a full rated power converter in parallel to the conventional
transformer [68,117,118].

AC

AC

Figure 21. Increase in an LFT capacity by means of a HDT.

5.3. Hybrid Transformers to Provide Virtual Inertia

In DC-Link configuration-based HDTs, it is possible to employ DC storage systems
or distributed generation systems, which can be used to provide grid frequency support.
This is highly attractive in low-mechanical inertia grids, where the use of HDTs can be
exploited [66]. Additionally, if multiple units are employed in a power system, they can
have an important effect even in stiff grids. Figure 22 shows the DC system integration to
the HDT DC-Link to provide grid frequency support.

By means of an external control loop, it is possible to improve the grid inertia, which
allows us to soften the frequency dynamic behavior under contingencies, providing pri-
mary frequency support. The control is based on modifying the converter injected power
according to the grid frequency variation, emulating the synchronous generator mechanical
equation [119,120].

DC

AC

DC

DC

AC

DC

Figure 22. HDT with virtual inertia.

5.4. Renewable Energy Systems and New Kind of Loads Integration

Photovoltaic or wind generation systems can be integrated into the grid through
conventional transformers. Their electromagnetic characteristic has a high impact on
power quality, especially during low radiation and low wind speed periods. This operating
scenario is translated into low injected active power by the renewable generating units and
makes the magnetizing transformer currents considerable with respect to load currents.
The generated harmonics by this phenomenon mainly depend on the winding connection
type and the harmonic content presented on the grid voltage.

Figure 23a shows the presented scenario employing a HDT, which uses the configura-
tion of Figure 2j. It allows for the attenuation of the renewable systems impact on the power
electric system through an appropriate control system, which accounts for the transformer
currents into the model. By doing this, the grid current on the medium voltage side is
proportional to the current injected by the renewable generating units for all radiation and
wind speed range. Additionally, it is possible to design the controllers to operate with unit
power factor if the converter rated power allows it [67].

New kind of loads, such as electric vehicles, can produce additional stress on distribu-
tion transformers, for instance during multiple charging processes occurring at evening and
night-time, specially at the domiciliary level [16]. The use of a HDT, such as exemplified in
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Figure 23b, can be beneficial for the HDT lifetime, as the power converter can be used to
dampen the power consumption and also avoid LFT overloading.

AC

AC

DC

AC

AC

AC

AC

AC

(a)

AC

AC

DC

AC

(b)

Figure 23. HDTs for the integration of renewable systems and new kind of loads. (a) Renewable
systems integration. (b) Electric vehicle charging station.

5.5. Decentralized Control of a HDT for Voltage Regulation in Active Networks

The expansion of distributed generation on the grid adds several challenges into the
distribution network planning. One of the main challenges is the effect of the intermittence
of the renewable sources, which can have a big impact on the voltage profile of the
distribution network. Therefore, the use of smart devices and control techniques are
required in order to cope with these challenges.

Active distribution network can take advantage of HDTs in order to improve the
voltage profiles. For example, the HDT configuration of Figure 2e can be utilized to provide
voltage control to the low-voltage side by means of the series converter. On the other hand,
the power converter connected to the auxiliary winding can absorb/inject a limited amount
of reactive power which, in conjunction with other HDTs or smart devices, can provide
voltage regulation to the medium-voltage buses.

Multiple HDTs, as shown in Figure 24, can be coordinated in order to regulate the
voltage magnitude of the medium-voltage buses, while optimizing the reactive power
injection/consumption of the HDTs. This task can be done in a decentralized manner,
utilizing HDTs controlled with local variables, exclusively [121].
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Figure 24. Active distribution grid voltage regulation by means of HDTs.

6. Conclusions

Nowadays, new kinds of loads are connected to the distribution network by means
of power converters that are supplied by conventional transformers. In the case of elec-
tric vehicles and renewable sources, such as wind and photovoltaic system, their highly
variable penetration increases the stress on the distribution transformers. Additionally,
the presence of harmonics, due to the operation of the power converters worsens their
operating conditions.

HDTs are an attractive solution to tackle down several power quality problems. Mul-
tiple HDT configurations exist, depending on where the power converters obtain their
energy and how they inject it back to the grid. The use of each configuration will depend
on the system purpose, i.e., to provide load support, grid support, LFT support, or combi-
nations of previous objectives. Additionally, the ability to retrofit is an important aspect in
the process of the HDT design. Configurations based on AWs will require an LFT specially
designed for the operating conditions, where the LFT windings will suffer the effects of
nonlinear currents. On the other hand, solutions that aim for retrofitting will require the
use of CTs or HFTs in order to provide the required isolation as it is not possible to connect
the power converter on the ground-side of the LFT where, typically, the neutral connection
is made in the LFT.

Nonetheless, it is still necessary continue studies on the different configurations and
topologies available, as main research are focused on a small number of them. Up un-
til now, most studies are focused on the modeling and control of HDTs. It is necessary
to carry out research on the different HDT configuration and topologies, their protec-
tion systems and their compatibility with other distributed resources, and especially on
complementary services.

As HDTs are based on power converter, they are able to provide several complemen-
tary services, such as LFT inrush current mitigation, DC sources integration, virtual inertia
and medium-voltage grid voltage support. These complementary services contribute to
the strengthening of the power system, which is subject to unpredictable disturbances,
specially nowadays, when new kinds of loads are being connected to it.
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